NURSERY STAY & PLAY FEEDBACK
Had a good time and a chance to
see how my son interacted with

I think it’s a great way for parents

other children. Also had a chance

to see what their children experience

to see him write and take

each day. So many lovely activities

instructions from his teachers.

for the children to do. Lovely
teachers and a lovely nursery.

Today was a lovely experience to
see what the children do every
day. I loved seeing how my

We have had a lovely afternoon with our

daughter interacts with her

daughter playing with her favourite toys.

nursery friends.

It
She has shown us outside
and the home
corner. She has been so excited showing
us around. Very enjoyable for us all.

It was really lovely to have had the chance to Stay

It’s good to experience

and Play with the little ones as it gives a great

what my son does on a

insight into their daily play. All the staff are

daily basis. I think he

amazing and the children seem very comfortable

enjoyed showing me

with everything. Can’t fault anything, absolutely

everything.

amazing nursery.

Today has been useful. I see how settled and happy
Really good session,
great to see what my
son does every day.
Really enjoyed it!

my son is, how he plays with the other children,
how friendly, supportive and caring the teaching
staff are! Thank you. P.S. Love the tray of glitter
sand to do shapes and letters. Will do this at home.

NURSERY STAY & PLAY FEEDBACK
I love the garden, it’s so much
fun. Had so many things to do.

Nursery staff are very

Teachers are amazing!!! Rainbow

friendly, all the children are

Class is the place to be.

free to play and explore
which is brilliant. Very
happy with the nursery!

My son loves coming to Nursery – he

It was great seeing what activities,

actually gets upset when it’s half term!

learning and fun my daughter is doing at

I’m very impressed with how much he

school. It’s wonderfulItspending the hour

has developed since starting Nursery.

with her in her Nursery with her buddies.

The teachers are doing great work!

Loved seeing her so happy and confident
and socialising lots.

There was such an interesting array of activities for
the children to explore independently. I liked the
simple learning opportunities in the tasks with word
or number labels. The staff are incredibly welcoming
and friendly and assure me that my son is well cared

Very insightful into
my son’s day at
Nursery having fun
with all his friends.

for.

The stay and play is a great way to develop a
child’s confidence. I have seen a lot of
I think today was a great

improvement in my daughter’s interaction with

idea so we as parents can

other children and in our family. The activities in

understand how the

the nursery have a great impact on my daughter!

nursery teaches and we can

Motor, sensory and intellectual skills.

carry on at home.

